TRAINING AND PLACEMENT CELL

The Training and Placement Office, is a meeting place for the students of PRES’s College
Of Pharmacy, Chincholi, and all pharmaceutical companies corporate executives. COPC is
proud of its students who have been serving the nation in various capacities ranging from
Managers to Pharmaceutical executives and corporate officers. Its our pride to introduce you the
training and Placement cell , which has been formed in the wake of a wave of innovation and
interaction with various industries and to provide technical advancements to the students.
All the students of COPC undergo a compulsory one month In- plant industrial training
during 6th semester in various pharmaceutical companies and research institutes. An enabling
environment is made for these students, giving them a choice of more than 30 pharmaceutical
companies in order to develop them as Quality assurance /Quality control executives, production
executives, formulation scientist, Research Scientist, Hospital Pharmacist and data analyst. We
are confident that these students will make a mark wherever they go and make their alma mater
proud. The most frequently cited accolades regarding our students from the organizations which
are regular recruiters from COPC include their ability to learn quickly, versatility, their
performance as team, excellent analytical skills, and most importantly the positive attitude that
they bring to their jobs. To coordinate the activities of placement, a committee of teachers has
been constituted.

SUCCESS STORIES
Being a student of College of Pharmacy Chincholi, it definitely taught me almost
everything I should know about Pharmacy. COPC makes intellectual, physical, and
emotional development of students. Today I am a successful Pharmacy professional in a
reputed multinational company just because of consistent motivation of college and
professors that driven me towards inculcating professionalism. PRES’s College Of
Chincholi serves as a hub for a variety of programs, services, facilities, and operations
that are all designed to enrich the student experience.

Ms.Kirti Kurhade
QC Manager,ScitechSpecialityProducts,Sinner,Nashik.

PRES’s College of Pharmacy, Chincholi is more than an intellectual destination it’s a
destination to be in and behold. When I was in a phase of taking admission for Pharmacy
COPC was one of the few pharmacy college which was especially for women. This
unique foundational academic background immediately allowed me to differentiate
myself from my peers as I explored opportunities in the pharmaceutical industry. Today I
am at a managerial position in reputed pharmaceutical industry .Coupled with the
willingness of faculty and staff at COPC constantly challenged and stretched me as a
student has leaded me to seek similar opportunities in the real world.”

Ms.Sonali Sable
Executive QA,MegafinePvt.Ltd.Nashik.

As the first student to complete B.Pharmacy I have gained amazing experience with some
of the most prestigious moments which were open to me because of the education and
training given to us .Before completing B.Pharmacyi.e in my fourth year, I received
multiple job opportunities without heavy pursuit. Thanks to the College Of Pharmacy
Chincholi. I got a opportunity to work with Tata Consultancy services as medical data
analyst through Placement cell of COPC. Before graduation ,I were able to begin my
career in the world of Pharmacy. I can’t thank COPC enough for the opportunities that
they provided and the doors that were opened for me.

Chanchal Patil.
Data Analyst, TCS Mumbai

PRES’s College of Pharmacy, Chincholi has helped me to not only get a job but get
geared up an entire lifetime. Systematic teaching, Courses, laboratories, career counseling
and focus on personality development has helped me to shape myself up for the real
world. "I am glad that I got graduated from COPC which has given me opportunity to
develop myself in a very free environment. Today I am working with

reputed

multinational Pharmaceutical company in marketing department. Faculty, infrastructure
and high quality education has helped me in achieving my aim. "

Ms.Ayushi Shah
Marketing executive,Cadila Research Laboratories,Mumbai.

PRES’s College Of Pharmacy, Chincholi, offers education above and beyond the
B.Pharm program. COPC has allowed me to expand my role as a future pharmacist by
giving me proper path to get higher education .After scoring GPAT, now I am doing
M.Tech in NIPER, Hyderabad. This support and teaching from institute are advanced my
career and education in ways I never thought possible. With the help and support COPC,
this is what I hope to accomplish. Faculty, infrastructure and high quality education has
helped me in achieving my aim. "

Ms.Nilofer Sayyed.
Studying in NIPER, Hyderabad.
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